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1. Introduction 
This paper describes the function of four particles that occur in the final position of the Ramoaaina 

verb phrase. For some verbs the occurrence of these particles are determined by the inherent aspect of 
the verb itself while for other verbs the particles are chosen by the speaker on the basis of what aspect 
he wants to assign to the encoded event. The purpose for this paper is to find and describe the primary 
notions that this aspect system is based on. 

The Ramoaaina language is spoken by about 10 000 people living on the Duke of York Islands in 
East New Britain Province of Papaua New Guinea. It is an Austronesian language, belonging to the 
Meso-Melanesian cluster, in the South New Ireland / N.W. Solomonic network. 

 
2. Primary Notions 

We first need two concepts, subject-object engagement and subject-object disengagement in 
order to define the types of aspects that are found in Ramoaaina. 

Let us look at the event “John hit the ball”. There is an initial stage of that event where John first 
swings the bat backwards away from the approaching ball and then forward towards it. During that 
time he has not yet touched the ball. Then at a certain point the bat makes contact with the ball. We 
will say that subject-object engagement takes place at that point. That engagement lasts for as long as 
the bat stays in contact with the ball. A point where the ball and the bat separates will then be reached. 
That point we will call the point of subject-object disengagement. The phase of disengagement then 
continues while the ball travels in its trajectory. All three of these phases are dynamic parts of the total 
event “John hit the ball”. 

That subjec-object engagement/disengagement is a crucial distinction in the Ramoaaina system for 
aspect will become obvious in the examples below. All transitive events can be assigned points of 
subject-object engagement and/or disengagement as in the example above. We will  now use 
engagement/disengagement to define the notions of primary stage and secondary stage of transitive 
events. Primary and secondary distribution will then be defined in relation to those stages. 

The primary stage of a transitive event starts at the point where the event starts. It extends as far as 
to include the point of subject-object engagement but not the point of subject-object disengagement. 
This definition implies that the point of subject-object disengagement is an upper limit for the primary 
stage that it cannot reach nor go beyond. The stage therefore has a terminal point and for most verbs it 
normally also has a rather short duration. In other words, this part of the event has a specific 
distribution over time that is characterized mainly by being contained within limits. We let this 
distribution provide the defining features for what we call primary distribution.  

The secondary stage of a transitive event includes the continuation of the event after its primary 
stage. This means that it always includes the point of subject-object disengagement. No terminal point 
is implied for the secondary stage which gives it an open-ended distribution over time. That type of 
distribution provides a model that we use to define secondary distribution. We could say loosely that 
the primary stage makes up the first half of the transitive event and the secondary stage the second half. 
Added to each other they constitute the whole event. For some verbs however, either the primary or the 
secondary stage makes up the whole event.  
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For events that have both primary and secondary stages the relation between subject-object 
engagement and disengagement and the primary and secondary stages could be displayed as in 
Diagram 1 below. The horizontal axis denotes time and the vertical axis the level of activity or 
intensity at which the event occur at a specific point in time. The lines in the diagram are the following 
ones: 
Line a, the event starts here. 
Line b, subject-object engagement takes place here. 
Line c, the primary stage extends to line c that could be anywhere in between the lines b and d. The 

secondary stage also starts at this line. 
Line d, subject-object disengagement takes place at line d. 
Line e, the secondary stage continues to line e, which would also be the end point of the event. There 

is not a well defined position for this line. 
 

     
          a                         b                   c                   d                     e 
 
Verbs that are either primary stage entirely or secondary stage entirely, could be 
represented as in the diagrams below. The primary stage event is to the left, the 
secondary stage event to the right. The line c is now the end and the beginning of the 
event respectively. 

 
     a                        b                 c/e          a/c              d                       e                  

 

As for distribution of of events without reference to stages, the following distributional curves 
exist without points of subject-object engagement/disengagement. They are applicable only for 
intransitive verbs. 
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          a                                      e              a                                       e           

3. Partitive and Distributive Aspect 
We are now in position to define two general types of aspect that occur in Ramnoaaina. Partitive 

aspect being one of them is here defined as any function in the language that divides an event into 
parts. The  only parts of events that will prove to be relevant for aspect in Ramoaaina are the primary 
and secondary stages of transitive events. These are referred to by the particles /paa/ and /taa/ 
respectively which may be seen in (1) and (2) below. 
 
 1) I see /paa/ it  (I caught sight of it) 
 

/Paa/ refers to the primary stage of ‘see’ that includes subject-object engagement. The exclusion of 
subject-object disengagement is necessary in order to give the verb the intended meaning. 
(‘see’ + [subject-object engagement] – [subject-object disengagement] = ‘catch sight of’) 
 
 2) I see /taa/ it.   (I lost sight of it) 
 

Note that the verb is the same as in (1). /Taa/ refers to the secondary stage of ‘see’ that includes 
subject-object disengagement but excludes subject-object engagement. 
(‘see’ - [subject-object engagement] + [subject-object disengagement] = ‘loose sight of’) 
 

 For intransitive verbs there are no primary or secondary stages defined. Partitive aspect will 
therefore be applicable only to transitive events. 

Distributive aspect is the other type which we define as any function that signals how an event as 
a whole is distributed over time. (3) and (4) below are examples of how events can be distributed over 
time. 

 
 3) They stood /paa/ for awhile and they left. 
 

/Paa/ in (3) refers to the specific distribution over time, that is contained within limits. This is a 
common marking for events that occur in linear sequence with other events, all of which together 
constitute the discourse event line. 
 
 4) They sit /taau/ sing   (They were sitting there singing) 
 

/Taau/ in (4) refers to the open-ended continuation of the event /sit/. The target for the marking is 
therefore the distributional properties of the event as to time. 

 4. Primary Aspect 
We have already defined partitive and distributive aspect in general. In order to be able to 

introduce the notion of primary aspect for Ramoaaina we first need to define primary partitive and 
primary distributive aspect. 

Primary partitive aspect is any function that refers explicitely to the primary stage of a transitive 
event. It is probably a rare type of aspect in the languages around the world. In Ramoaaina the particle 
/paa/ carries the function of this aspect. (See (5) and (6) below) Some transitive verbs require primary 
partitive aspect in all their occurencies whereas for other transitive verbs the speaker can chose 
between primary or secondary partitive aspect. (The latter aspect will be defined under Section 5. 
Secondary Aspect.) 

 
 5) Light /paa/ the lamp! 
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In (5) the primary stage where the person gets into physical contact with the lamp and touches the 

wick with a burning match is the natural focus of the event. The rest of the event where the person 
leaves the lamp, the secondary stage, is more in the background because of the imperative form of the 
verb. An example of the same event but with the particle /taa/ instead, is given in (9) under Section 4. 
Secondary Aspect. 

 
 6) I wrote /paa/ it down (and now I have the writing here) 
 

The primary stage of the event “write” is referred to by /paa/. By signalling primary stage the 
speaker conveys the information that he has not yet disengaged with what he has written. He is still at 
least in physical proximity to it. Compare (6) with (10) in section 4. Secondary Aspect. 

Primary distributive aspect is a function that assigns primary distribution to an intransitive verb. 
This aspect is a close relative to what is commonly termed perfective aspect in linguistics. Also this 
function of marking primary distributive aspect is carried by the particle /paa/. See (7) and (3). 

 
 7) I slept /paa/  (and now I’m awake) 
 

It should be pointed out here that even if /paa/ encodes temporal containment or perfectivity for 
intransitive verbs it also signals that the event occurs in linear sequence relative to some other 
event/events in the same discourse. Temporal containment is therefore not the only issue involved but 
rather temporal containment within a separate timeslot relative to some other event/events. 

 
 8) They fight /pa-paa/    (They had several fights) 
 

/Paa/ is here reduplicated to encode that the event was repeated but that each one of the individual 
events occurred in a sequence of chronological order, each one of them being contained within a 
separate timeslot. 

There is two-fold evidence for the assumption that aspect for intransitive verbs is modelled on the 
distributive aspect of the primary and secondary stages of transitive events. (1) The same particles, 
/paa/ and /taa/,  which refer to partitive aspect for transitive events, also refer to distributional aspect 
for intransitive events. (/Taa/ and /taau/ have been regarded as being two forms of the same particle). 
(2) If the distributional properties of intransitive events marked with /paa/ and /taau/ are compared with 
the distributional properties of the primary and secondary stages of transitive events, similarities 
become apparent. The primary stage has a terminal point and often a relatively short duration. This is 
true also for intransitive events whenever they are marked with /paa/. In the same way the secondary 
stage of a transitive event is an open-ended continuation of the event. This distributional property 
exists also for all intransitive events that are marked with /taau/. 

 It should be noted that the Ramoaaina language never divides intransitive events up into parts or 
stages. The distribution intransitive events are assigned applies to the entire event, even if just a part of 
a transitive event has stood as a model for that distribution. We also note that the distributive aspect in 
Ramoaaina with its binary opposition is a parallel to perfective and imperfective aspect as it is defined 
for instance in B. Comrie 1978. 

Definition: We are now ready to assign one single function to the particle /paa/. /paa/ marks 
primary partitive aspect with transitive verbs and primary distributive aspect with intransitive verbs. 
That function we call primary aspect. Any verb marked with /paa/ is then uniquely marked for primary 
aspect. 

There are a couple of exceptions to the assumption in the definition above that /paa/ always marks 
distributive aspect when it occurs with intransitive verbs. The intransitive verb /rariu/ ‘bathe’ can only 
be marked with /paa/, never with /taau/. This is probably due to the fact that the subject referent’s own 
body is the implicit object of this verb. A person and his body constitute a unit from birth and that fact 
excludes separation between subject and object in those cases where the body of subject referent is the 
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object. That is equivalent to saying that  subject-object engagement is inherent and subject-object 
disengagement non-existing. This is what the obligatory /paa/ expresses together with the verb /rariu/ 
‘bathe’. We therefore conclude that /paa/ with ‘bathe’ does not refer to distributive aspect of an 
intransitive event but to partitive aspect of an implicitly transitive event. 

Another exception is the intransitive verb /wangaan/ “eat” which can take the particle /paa/ but 
never the particle /taau/. Food is the implicit object of “eat”. The person eating incorporates the food 
with himself (primary stage present) but there is no separation between the eater and the food in the 
same event (secondary stage absent). Also in this case /paa/  refers to primary partitive aspect in spite 
of the fact that the verb is intransitive. 

If distributional aspect would be the target of the particle /paa/ in these two examples there would 
be no reason why the other type of distributional aspect, that is marked with /taa/ (see 5. Secondary 
Aspect), would not occur with these two verbs as well. 

 5. Secondary Aspect 
We are now ready to introduce also the notion of  secondary aspect for Ramoaaina.  We first 

define secondary partitive and secondary distributive aspect. 

Secondary partitive aspect is a function that makes explicit reference to the secondary stage of a 
transitive event. In Ramoaaina that function is carried by the particle /taa/ as may be seen in (9) and 
(10) below. 
 
 9) I have lit /taa/ the lamp, it is in the house. 
 

In this context the ongoing state of affairs of the event, starting when the person pulls the match 
back from the burning wick, is in focus. Compare with 51 a). The particle /taa/ in (9) refers to this 
second half of the event ‘light’ without denying that there also is a first half of the event in the 
background. 
 
 10) I wrote /taa/ it down (and have given it to somebody or put it 
somewhere) 
 

The example (10) has the same form as (6) except for the particle /taa/. The subject referent is no 
longer in physical proximity to what he has written and the corresponding subject-object 
disengagement is referred to by /taa/.  

Secondary distributive aspect is a function that assigns secondary distribution to intransitive 
events. See definition of secondary distribution under 2. Primary Notions. It is the particle /taau/ that 
attributes secondary distribution to intransitive events in Ramoaaina. See (11) and (12) below. /Taau/ 
has been regarded as just another form of /taa/. The term imperfective aspect, that is commonly used in 
linguistics, would almost but not quite be an equivalent to secondary distributive aspect. 
 
 11) When I lie /taau/ on the ground ... (When I was lying there on the 
ground ...) 
 

In this example (11) English ing-form corresponds well to the use of /taau/. This is however, not 
always true as the following example shows. 
 
 12) They drifted /taau/ upon a coconut.  (they had been drifting around in 
the sea on a raft for a while and suddenly on this spot they came upon a coconut) 
 

The continuation of the event i (12) without any given limit for its extention triggers the use of the 
particle /taau/. In this case imperfective aspect would not be used as an equivalent in English. 
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Definition:  Also the particle /taa/ with its allomorph /taau/ now can be assigned one single 
function, a function that encodes both secondary partive aspect and secondary distributional aspect. 
We call that function secondary aspect. Secondary aspect is then distributional with intransitive verbs 
and partitive with transitive verbs. 

It has been assumed above that partitive aspect does not occur with intransitive events. However, 
we already noticed that primary aspect was used partitively with a couple of intransitive verbs and 
there is at least one similar exception with secondary aspect. The verb /mimi/ ‘urinate’ always co-
occurs with the particle /taau/. Apparently ‘urine’ is seen as the implied object of ‘urinate’. With that 
assumption the interpretation of the whole event as being essentially subject-object disengagement is 
logical. No primary stage could be conceived of  since the person is fully engaged with the implied 
object already when the event ‘urinate’ starts. Secondary aspect with this intransitive verb therefore 
means secondary partitive aspect with an implicit object rather than secondary distributive aspect. 

6. Aspect Diagram 
Ramoaaina aspect marked in verb phrase final position could be diagrammed in the following 

way: 
 

  
Primary Aspect 

 

 
Secondary Aspect 

 
Partitive Aspect 

 

 
/paa/ 

 
/taa/, /wa/ 

 
Distributional Aspect 

 

 
/paa/ 

 
/taau/ 

 
The particle /wa/ is used for secondary aspect when the the disengagement between the subject 

and object referents is more evident or when the disengagement is emphasized.  

The diagram could be split into two levels, namely word level and clause level. When a verb 
always have to occur with a specific aspect we say that that aspect is marked at word level. When there 
is a choice for the speaker as to what aspect to use we say that the aspect is marked at clause level. 
However, at both levels aspect is marked the same way (with the same particles) and the same 
categories (primary and secondary aspect) are the objects for marking. 
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7. Further Commented Examples 
The particles /paa/ and /taa/ in (13) and (14) could not swap places without causing a grammatical 

error. 
 
 13) I cut /paa/ my hand 
 
 14) The knife cut /taa/ my hand 
 

The subject referent’s own hand is the object in (13). Any coding in (13) that would imply subject-
object disengagement would appear to break up the unbreakable unit of the person and his hand and 
would therefore be seen as ungrammatical. The knife in (14) on the other hand, naturally disengages 
with the persons hand after cutting it and secondary aspect is likely to be used since the ongoing state 
of affairs probably is in focus.  The alienable or inalienable relation between subject and object 
referents therefore influences the marking of aspect in Ramoaaina. 

The rules that governs the use of the aspect particles are the same also for verbs encoding mental 
processes for which there is no visible object involved. See (15) and (16) below. 

 
 15) He forgot /wa/ it 
 
 16) He remembered /paa/ his mother’s prohibition 
 

/Wa/ is obligatory in (15). The particle /wa/ has the same basic function as /taa/. It is used instead 
of /taa/ if the subject-object disengagement is more pronounced. With a verb like ‘forget’ in (15) the 
event starts out from the situation where something already exists in the mind of the person, which 
means that the event never goes through a primary stage with subject-object engagement. The absence 
of primary stage then explains why primary aspect with /paa/ is ungrammatical with the event ‘forget’. 
It is the other way around with the verb ‘remember’ in (16) where the event goes through a primary but 
not a secondary stage. The thing remembered enters the persons mind (engagement) and at the end of 
the event it is still there (no disengagement). Primary aspect is now the only possible alternative. 

Sometimes the forced choice of aspect seems a bit mysterious at first as in (17). 

 
 17) We will peel /paa/ it. 

 

The reason behind the obligatory primary aspect in (17) is probably this: the person who peels an 
item holds it throughout the whole process of peeling and still holds it when the last piece of skin is 
peeled off. This means that no subject-object disengagement belongs to the event itself. That might be 
enough to exclude the use of secondary aspect. 

8. Conclusion and Summary 
The 4 particles that occur in Ramoaaina in the final position of the verb phrase mark aspect both 

on the semantic and the grammatical level. For some transitive verbs and some intransitive verbs the 
semantics of the verb alone determines the marking of aspect. For other transitive verbs and most 
intransitive verbs the speaker has a choice as to what aspect to use. 

The Ramoaaina language divides a transitive event up into a first and a second half. The first half, 
the primary stage, includes the point in time when the subject referent engages the object referent. The 
point in time when the subject referent disengages the object referent is included in the second half of 
the event, the secondary stage. 

Aspect with transitive verbs is essentially a reference to either the primary or the secondary stage 
of the event. Therefore transitive verbs are said to have partitive aspect. The particle /paa/ refers to the 
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primary stage and the particles /taa/ and /wa/ refer to the secondary stage. With intransitive verbs 
aspect refers to how the event is distributed over time and those verbs are therefore said to have 
distributional aspect. /Paa/ then refers to primary distributional aspect (similar to perfective aspect) and 
/taau/ to secondary distributional aspect (similar to imperfective aspect). 

Although the temporal distribution of  the primary and secondary stages of transitive events are 
not targets for any marking today it still looks like those two distributions have served as a model for 
primary and secondary distributional aspect with intransitive verbs. That assumption is supported by 
the occurrence of the same particles as markers with both types of aspect, partitive and distributional, 
and by the distributional similarities between these aspects. We could also assume that the primary and 
secondary stages of transitive events are more concrete notions in comparison to the distribution of 
events over time. If so partitive marking that signals the transitive stages, are likely to have existed first 
and distributional marking is likely to have developed later from the partitive marking. 

Partitive marking can also be seen as having a more semantic character or at least it is more 
dependent on the semantics of the verb. Distributional marking on the other hand is more grammatical  
in that it is determined by the pragmatic condsiderations of the speaker. A direction of development 
from partitive to distributional marking would therefore also imply a direction of development from 
semantic to grammatical concepts. 

It has not been the goal in this paper to build an hypothesis as to how the aspect system in 
Ramoaaina has developed or changed through time. However the findings naturally leads to an 
hypothesis as to how semantic and grammatical markings could be related to each other and how a 
particle that originally added some semantic component to a verb (or was a verb itself) could develop 
into a full-fledged grammatical marker of aspect. An hypothesis could be set up by the 5 steps given 
below. 

 
1. A particle or verb adds some component of meaning to a transitive verb  
2. The function of the particle shifts to refer to a part of the transitive event, for intstance its first or 

second half. 
3. The particle becomes associated with a specific distribution over time. 
4. The particle is used also with intransitive verbs based on the distribution over time, that it has been 

associated with for transitve verbs. 
5. The particle looses its role as a partitive marker with transitive verbs and changes its role to 

exclusively become a marker of distributive aspect at clause level for all verbs. 
 
It is a guess that the Ramoaaina particles could have gone through the first four of these five steps. 
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APPENDIX 
Here is a story both in English (with the aspect markers added) and in Ramoaaina. 

Story about car accident 

I will tell (IRR) a little about my accident in the year 1979, when I had an accident with a car in 
the month July. In the early morning when I woke up, when  I went outside I took (o``) my motorbike 
and I drove out to the road. And at that time when I drove out on the road I didn’t see (o``) also the 
car. One car who came from the airport. And when I prepared to turn the motorbike I was surprised 
that we smashed into each other and the car bumped (s``) me down to the ground. I lay (s``t) on the 
ground and  didn’t know (if) I would die (IRR). 

...Some kids heard (o``) the car that banged. They ran out to the road and some teachers too and 
they cried. They cried (over) me. I, I didn’t know it for  I was (PERF) dead/unconscious (s``t)..... 

They carried/lifted (o``) me and they put (s``( me on top of the car, the car belonging to the man 
who hit (s``) me on the road. Then the car carried (o``) me.... 

In the hospital doctors injected me and worked on my leg. Later I woke up. When I woke up I 
wanted some food that I would (IRR) eat. And they gave me food and I ate (o``) it.... 

They injected (s``) me (making me) unconscious again. Then they put in (s``) a big piece of iron 
(in my leg) and they did some work on my leg. I didn’t know (o``) it for I slept hard. They finished 
working on my leg and then they put (s``) me in a room, a ward, where I slept. I, my stay at the 
hospital in Kimbe, I stayed 'o``( 8 months, 8 months altogether I stayed in Kimbe till the doctors saw 
that my leg  was (PERF) a bit good. OK, they released (v`) me. I went back again to Bialla.  

 

This is the Ramoaaina text. All verbs are in italics and all aspect markers are bold and 
underlined. 

Aakaakur u ra winirua u ra rot 

Ang aakaakur kinalik u ra nung  winirua u ra tinawon 1979, baa iaau wirua u ra kaar u ra kalaang 
July. U ra malaana kinalik baa iaau tawaangun baa iaau pari unataamaan iaau lo paa a motorbike ma 
iaau welulu paat u ra rot. Ma u ra pakaana bung baa iaau kalaa paat u ra rot baa u ra aakapi, pa iaau 
babo paa kaai raa kaar, raa kaar baa i welulu taaka irong u ra taamaan na baalus. Ma baa iaau 
waninaar kupi ang puku a motorbike iaau kakaian baa mir a wetumaak ma ra kaar i tumaak puka taa 
iaau napia. Baa iaau inep taau napia ma pa iaau nunurai iaau ang maat. Driver ko ra kaar i watur a 
kaar. Diaar tur taau maku a ru muaana, ma diaar babo iaau ma iaau inep taau u ra papaara rot. A kum 
naat diat walangoro paa a kaar baa i pongo. Diat welulu paat u ra rot ma ra kum tena wawer kaai ma 
diat luan. Diat taangi iaau... 

Diat lo paa iaau ma diat wung taa iaau nate u ra kaar, a kaar anu ra muaana i um taa iaau u ra rot. 
Namur a kaar i lo paa iaau.... 

U ra ruma na malaapaang kum doctor diat ing iaau ma papaam u ra kaking. Namur iaau 
tawaangun paat. Baa iaau tawaangun paat iaau ling kup ta utnaa ang aani. Ma diat taar a utnaa ma 
iaau aan paai... 

Diat ing doko taa iaau bulung. Namur diat waruk taa a ngaala na pakaana aain ma diat paam a 
kum pinapaam u ra kaking. Pa iaau nunura paai ma iaau inep duman. Diat papaam raap u ra kaking 
ma namur diat waruk taa iaau u ra rum, a wod, baa iaau inep uni. Iaau, u ra nung kinkini u ra ruma na 
malaapaang inaanga Kimbe iaau ki paa welaar ma waalu na kalaang. Waalu na kalaang raap iaau ki 
unaanga Kimbe, tuk a kum doctor diat baboi baa a kaking ia koina waanwaan. Io, diat palaa wa iaau. 
Iaau waan talili balet unaanga Bialla. 

 
 


